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SUMMARY
This final report reviews study programs on fabricating brazed helix
circuits and interference fitted circuits to evaluate the rf loss properties
and ther+ial capability. The objective was to produce design circuits with
minimum rf loss and maximum heat transfer. These circuits were to be
designed to operate at 10 kV and at 20 GHz using a Ya approximately equal to
1.0. This represents a circuit diameter of only 0.75 millimeters. The
fabrication of this size circuit and the 0.48 millimeter high support rods
required considerable refinements in the assembly techniques and fixtures
used on lower frequency circuits. The transition from the helices to the
waveguide was designed and the circuits were matched from 20 to 40 1Hz since
the helix design is a broad band circuit and at a 'ra of 1.0 will operate 	
Y
over this band. The loss measurement was a transmission measurement and
therefore had two such transitions. This resulting double—ended match
required tuning elements to achieve the broad band match and external E—H
tuners at each end to optimize the match for each frequency where the loss
measurement was made. The test ^iethod used was a substitution method where
the test fixture was replaced by a calibrated attenuator. In each case the
oower in and out was recorded for the test circuit and the ar,tenuator
replaced the test circuit and was varied to achieve the same power out for
the same power in. This method is different from the one used for lower
frequency circuits, where 3 perturbation method is used with an Automatic
Network Analvzer (ANA). The latter could not be used as the ANA did not
cover the higher frequency band.
Several circuits fabricated and studied were of 3 design similar to the
lower frequency designs. That is, the helices were made of tungsten and
supported with BeO and APSN rods but had the dimensions and TPI to operate
3t 1' kV and 20 ]Hz to 40 SHz. This met the r equirements of the study
Grogram and provided loss data at millimeter frequencies for circuits where
considerable rf loss data exists below 18 IHz. This provided the data
necessary to determine the change in 'loss charactr•.-istics with frequency.
It also provided a known standard to compare with other circuit iesigns
unique to millimeter frequencies. One circuit not used at lower frequencies
is the bra7ed circuit. One variation of this brazed circuit studied was
iiamond rods brazed to a .Amzir: 'helix and 3 ^onoer barrel. '"his cir^_uit
represents an order of magnit,iie inprovement 'over the ther^ial ^apabilit-r of
in AD3 11 rod supported tun-sten helix, interference fitted in a copper
barrel.
results of the tests indicate that:
-	 tie loss of the standard sir^uit is just a linear extension of t'ze
iata belo-w 13 qJz. That is, there is no sudden chan3e in the rf
=Sss 3.s the fre:luenc^ ^JeS :'rom below 11 s^C t0 4^ i 77.;
-	 the loss i n i'3 Der wavelen gth is either ^onstant or iecreasin;
-with fre.luenc:J for t'he sir , •uits -ne3.sured;
-	 the valae of loss in V3/in yieli3 i loss parameter i whiC1 i3 lo-W
that millimeter t lbes wi'__ lire in acCeotiCle :=w! rsion
'_ e T13'7 ;
interference ::ir::'iit3 Stuiiel ini the brazed . __ :'iit 3t-iliei
i1_ had iDDroximat ei-r .`''ie 3ame rf losses in F-3 1 -in Cv-?r t'le
-teas -_irei f re y.1enC`r ba-1 i ;
he stuiy 3?ixwei t.-rat t le factors -a' :_ _ io a >;t rf 1csse3 'tre
lxt?rlal f3.bri3'iti3n, 'material °i113i
-a3, and processin?; t'1ese
Mere !lot e`7aiaa3^ed in 3tiffizient detail to determine tie loae3 t
'_'oss ^ir^.'lit 'Iith the best lest triri3fer;
t:le isse-nbl-f oro:ei'1re in i -iontrol '7f the roi-'ielix ies4 rn ire i
'13.; :;r _°actor in Ie t`]er- it ^3n3OLl:t y
 7f "i ^ir- ,-ut i°_3 ice.I.
?'Ie 3t11 iy
	re3'il t3 In extending the rf !::sS --mD -ale
 i,e Df i
3 taniar'i and :.. ier ie3i.;n 2i r , '-ii 3 10 :o '11 i i'.	 7-le 3t 1• i;f `_'e3ol-red
-.1e 1J3s 'AAs '1Jt '.xCessive aid 'lel ` x t'lbes ,oiii '',e .iesi;n?i is ^liliimet^r
'e'7'12nc:.es ',rita reisonable °f°'- L°7C1°S.
	 1"11 _'rti  .`e7a iyie3 nee'i? i .7
is3e^]ble this t'77e of :1rC'llt were	 _ f i'le'd -ihi `. '`1° °]^;^ S t']9 t,	 etl1_^_i
ir..her 3 t liy -were j 3t_r11 i °_^.
iii
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1. INTRODUCTION
This final report covers work done on two NASA contracts on "Low—Loss
Helix Study at 20 GHz". The work covering a loss study on an interference
(pressure) fitted helix circuit was done under Contract NAS3-22441 and the
work covering a loss study on a brazed helix circuit was done under Contract
'IAS3-21509. The following paragraphs are in reference to Specifications
outlined in the work statements.
2.0 OAJECTI`JES
The objectives of each contract was to produce design circuits with
minimum rf loss and maximum heat transfer. To accomplish this the various
losses due to the circuit, dielectric and the body were to be defined.
3.0 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The design requirements of the contract are as follows:
3.1 The basic helix design for each study was for a tube operating at 10 k'!
and with a Ya = 1.
3.2 The helix itself was to be made of copper, copper plated :molybdenum or
copper plated tungsten and surrounded by a copper plated barrel. The
assembly was to be in vacuum.
3.3 The three types of dielectric to be used for support rods were to be:
a. Diamond rods or posts
b. Single crystal BeO
C.	 A Low loss dielectric material other than 3 and b.
..0 CONSTRUCTION
The statement of work also defined the following construction
-equirements.
i
M
r,..
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4. 1 Design and construct a helix to waveguide tr ansformer which will accept
samples of the helices and have a 7SWR of 1.5 or less over the frequency
range of 17.7 to ?1.? liz.
4. 1 . 1 The transformer system shall be able to accept helix samples of ? and
4 inches for measurement of circuit loss.
4. 1 The transformer iystem should be `,unable to allow lower 7748 over a
wore restricted frequency.
14.? ?onstruct complete helical circuits with the three t,y-jes of lielectric
supports, barrels and transformers. The helical circuits shall be in "i;h
vacuum.
The last technical item in the statement 3° -wo rk 2overe3 the test
procedures and was as follows.
5.1 Devise techniques to measure the thermal neat transfer and rf locs of
the circuit. The rf 1^.ss measurements shall be ac2omT31i3hed by the
s'.:bstitu*.e
 technilues utilizing the difference between s. '3 inch and 4 inch
long heLical circuit.
5.2 Perform the following measurements:
I.	 Determine transformer -oupling losses;
?.	 Determine the circuit losses
3.	 Determine the breakdown of skin effect and dielectric losses to
overall rf losses.
5.3 "venerate design an d assembling ^riteri3 for circuits with mini.-num rf
,:^ircuit losses and maxim'.lm 'feat transfer.
2
The basic helix design used was a circuit that would operate at 10 kV
and with a Ya near 1.0 at 20 GHz. The choice of the circuit dimensions and
the rod and barrel loading would, of course, determine the exact operating
voltage and Ya for the chosen design.
For example, a heavy dielectric loaded circuit will have a lower TPI
helix or a smaller helix diameter (lower ka cotX) to raise the operating
voltage to 10 kV compared to a low dielectric loaded circuit.
Having chosen the basic helix dimension, the helix materials evalulated
were tungsten tape and Amzirc tape. The Amzirc tape being 99.8% pure OFHC
copper. Also evaluated as a possible material was copper evaporated on
tungsten tape. All of the tapes were prepared according to the documented
processing procedures used to process manufacturing's tapes and helices.
Some SEN photographs were taken of the surfaces at various stages of
processing and the results are presented in Section 2. The two tape
materials used on actual helices measured were tungsten and Amzirc.
Two of the three dielectric materials studied were diamond rods and BeO
rods. Single crystal BeO was not available and data from a paper on the
thermal properties of single crystal BeO show that the properties above 00C
were identical to regular pressed BeO. The last material studied was APBN
which is the conventional support rod below 18 GHz for interference fitted
circuits.
Since BeO and APBN are used below 18 GHz, the interference fitted
circuits using these dielectrics were studied above 18 GHz, since
considerable loss data existed below 18 GHz to compare the measured loss
data to the new measured loss data above 18 GHz.
The diamond rods' advantage is mainly the thermal improvement and
because of the cost of diamonds and rod manufacturing it would be only
considered at millimeter frequencies. Thus the diamond rod and copper
(Amzirc) helix would mainly be used for an optimum `hermal design. This
design would be the brazed design and was the one brazed circuit where the
loss was measured up to 40 GHz.
3	 =-
It was noted that existing loss data on various circuits existed from 4
to 18 GHz for conventional circuits. It was further noted that the loss
data up to 22 GHz was truly an extension of the known data but that the
helix design chosen was capable of operating up to 40 GHz (Ya = 2.2) and
loss data up to this frequency would determine the capability of the helix
circuit to extend its usefullness into these millimeter wave bands. This
additional frequency bandwidth loss was actually measured.
The construction of loss test fixture was modeled after lower frequency
conventional fixtures. These fixtures are normally a coaxial transition
design to the helix. The advantage is broad bandwidth and flexibility to
transition from a coaxial connector to coaxial cable or waveguide
transition. Considerable effort was expended on this approach without full
success. The conductor contacts and parts tolerances of the small parts of
the millimeter circuit and transitions made the results unreproducible. The
results were a redesign to make the transition a direct helix—to—waveguide
transformer. This design was acceptable after several modifications. The
transitions and circuit fixtures were designed to accept any of the design
under study. The measurement was a transmission one and therefore included
two such transformers and transitions. 1ri• re !!LIted in .,,...c long /i;,c
effects which were eliminated in the measurements by F.—H tuners on each end
of the loss fixture. The single ended match at each frequency measured was
no greater than 1.5 over the frequency range of the waveguide. The circuit
fixtures were designed so that they could be used with two different
waveguide transitions. One set of waveguide transitions was in WR42 to the
circuit fixture and the other set of the waveguide transitions was in WR28
to the circuit fixture. Thus the fixtures had the following capability:
1. The circuit fixtures could support any of the circuit desi3ns such
as the BeO or the APBN interference fitted circuits with a copper liner body
or the brazed diamond supported Amzirc helix brazed to a copper liner body.
2. The circuit fixtures could be matched to either the WR42 or the
WR28 waveguide transitions. The matching elements used to match the various
4
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Mwaveguide transition to the circuit fixtures were the moveable waveguide
back short and the helix antenna short.
Circuit fixtures were made for various lengths of helix circuits.
Actual measurements on the longer fixtures were not made because existing
loss literature on waveguide losses in the millimeter frequencies indicated
these losses would be only 0.08 dB or beyond the accuracy of the measuring
setup. These are discussed in Section 2.
Finally the test procedure devised for rf loss measurement was a
substitute method. The data for the various circuits measured and the test
procedure are given in Section 2. A thermal heat transfer study was made on
the various circuits and refinements that effect the study are presented.
One of the final consequences of this loss study was the revealing -if
the areas which need further study. These areas are listed below
Helix Material - fabrication procedures and finishes for low loss
- materials used and their processes
Rod Material	
- material used and their processing for low loss and
thermal properties
- method and measurement of adding distributed loss and
tip loss to the dielectric rod material
Some of the processing effects on these materials are presented and
indicate the need for closer study.
The results of these study programs extend the knowledge of the various
properties of the helix circuit through 40 Gliz. These results show that the
loss of the designs studied for use in millimeter circuits are acceptable
and below 0.05 dB/in above 20 GHz. In fact the loss of these circuits does
not increase in loss per wavelength as feared, but essentially stays
constant.
1
1
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The study also results in circuit design and assembly criteria for
helix circuits using either interference or brazed assembly design. for
millimeter frequencies.
These helices and rods were inspected and processed by existing factory
procedures which were not varied and they are not optimized to produce the
lowest rf loss or the best thermal capability. These need further study.
All of these results are presented in further detail in Section 2.
AFBN
Beryllia
Diamond
7
Tungsten
Tungsten
Amz i rc
Interference Fit
Interference Fit
Braze
2. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Varian has actively worked on low loss helix assembly, both brazed and
interference fitted, for a 20 0Hz TWT under NASA Contracts NAS-3-21509 and
NAS-3-22441. The results of this work are summarized in this section.
The helix design was for a TWT operating at approximately 10 kV with a
Ya of 1 at 20 GRz. The circuit dimensions for such a helix assembly are
shown in Figure 1. The helix inner diameter is only 0.024" which is 0.6
millimeter. The helix tape is 0.004" thick x 0.008" wide (0.1 millimeter
thick x 0.2 millimeter wide). This makes the diameter of the helix 0.032"
(or 0.81 millimeter). The helix is supported on rods which are
approximately 0.010" x 0.010" in cross section (0.25 millimeter x 0.25
millimeter). The rods are mounted on support strips as shown and fit within
a copper barrel liner whose ID is 0.059" (1.5 millimeters).
A helix assembly with the dimensions shown in Figure 2 is extremely
small and is difficult to fabricate to the required tolerances with standard
available machine tools. To obtain a phase velocity tolerance of 1%,
required a 0.2 mil (0.0051 millimeters)tolerance on the helix pitch.
Expressed another way, this tolerance is only 5 microns, and this type of
tolerance is difficult to obtain except with specially designed helix
winding equipment.
Figure 2 shows an actual circuit made of Amzirc with diamond support
rods brazed to it with the dimensions indicated in Figure 1. A standard
size paperclip made of wire of approximately 1 millimeter diameter
illustrates the small size required of the helices.
On the NASA programs listed above, the following three circuits were
studied in detail:
Helix Material
	
SuDoort Rod Material
	
Assembly Technique
INNER DIAMETER =HELIX nllTCO MARAr-Tcn - 0.024"934"
SUPPORT RODS
0.010 x 0.010
Figure i. Circuit Dimensions for 20 GHz TVVT
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In all cases, fabrication techniques were worked out to assemble ',hese
helices with the dimensions shown in Figure 1 and rf loss measurements were
?Wade. The individual losses of a dielectric supported helix circuit are
discussed in Section 2.1. The development and design of the test vehicle
and the test method are discussed in Section 2.2 Fabrication of these
helices is discussed in Section 2.3. The measured microwave properties of
the circuits, particularly microwave loss, ire discussel in Section 2.3.
Finally, calculated thermal properties are discussed in Section 2.4.
Iml.:.rtant conclusions to be drawn from the NASA loss :measurements
programs that have been conducted by Varian arc that the loss of either an
interference fitted tungsten helix on APBN or beryllia or an Amzirc helix
w
brazed to iiamond support rods is rot excessive. The loss is approximately
what would have been expected by extrapolating low frequency measurements;
and for any tube design over reasonable ranges of perveance, even for the
low perve3nce values that may be required for PPM focusing of a millimeter
wave tube, results in a loss parameter of less than O.05. 7nerefore, the
loss creates only a small decrease in interaction efficiency, typical of
what would be obtained on lower frequency tubes. 	 1
One caution rust be noted in using the rP s ,alts of Figures 22 and 0-5 and
that is that the loss characteristics are extremely sensitive to the
technique by which the circuit is assembled, _ °ticularly in the case of the
brazed diamond. Although the measured loss ^_ha-icteristics of the circuit
are extremely reasonable, -much nigher values may be obtained if other
fabrication techniques other than those described in Section 2.3 are used.
2.1 LOSSES 2F A HELIX SnUC^URE
Helix structure losses are due to t:.e following:
barrel losses
dielectric losses
helix circuit losses
10
fp'
The theoretical analysis and measured loss of the helix structure have
been -wade by the Department of Electrical Engineering at the State
University of New York in Puffalo. The report from this study is included
as Appendix A. The effect on loss of the dielectric support rods for the
helix are taken into account. In addition, the helix losses are separated
from the barrel losses. The loss variations are given with respect to
frequency, helix pitch, helix radius, barrel to helix diameter ratio, helix
and barrel resistivity and the effective relative dielectric constant of the
helix support rods.
The effect of the circuit loss on the overall efficiency may be shown
by considering the expression for nov. Following the work of losmahl, et
al, may be written as;
ne nct
nov =
1_n +n ne+n (=_nt + psi;
^
C	 C	 C 1\
	.^.
0
where	 n
nct
n
Dint
"Sig
Po
electronic efficiency
circuit efficiency
collector efficiency
beam power intercented by helix
harmonic and unuseable signal loss
beam power
Figure 3 plots the overall efficiency as a function of the circuit
efficiency for various values of collector efficiency. This figure shows
that by increasing the circuit efficiency from 701 to 90od, will increase the
overall efficiency nearly 10 16 for the case of 951 collector efficiency.
The circuit efficiency determines the upper power limit of every
:ircuit. In many cases, this is not evident due to other limitations, such
as insufficient gain in the output or thermal degradation due to circuit rf
loss or heating due to beam interception in the output. The result is that
a reduction in circuit losses would reflect a corresponding increase in the
power limit.
11
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Figure 3. Overall Tube Efficiency as a Function of Circuit Efficiency for Various
Values of Collector Efficiency
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It is shown that a large fraction of the total loss of a helix
structure results from the losses in the helix. These losses are due to the
effect of helix surface roughness on skin effective resistance and on the
resistivit y of the helix material. Th e
 loss of the helix structure varies'
approximately as the square root of the helix resistivity. Figure 4 shows
that the helix loss represents a large percentage of the total loss of the
entire structure. Barrel losses are small and variations in total loss due
n 	 to different values of barrel resistivity are small compared to the effect
n 	 cf barrel to helix diameter ratio. The effect of this ratio on an impedance
reduction factor are discussed below with other reduction factors.
Besides the direct effect of circuit efficiency on maximum power level
there is the effect of all the losses on interaction impedance. The
theoretical impedance of the sheath helix is reduced by each loss. Or as
normally defined, the effective impedance is:
Keff - F 1 F 2 F 3 Ksh
where
tape impedance in free space
1	 sheath impedance in free space
tape impedance with dielectric
F 2
 = tape impedance in free space
tape impedance with dielectrics and shield
F 3 = 
tape impedance with dielectric
The reduction factor due to an actual tape helix compared to a sheath helix
is given by F 1 . The effect of various tape to gap ratios for values of ya
on F 1 is shown in Figure 5.
The reduction factor due to the dielectric is a function of the
dielectric loading factor and is shown in Figure 6. This loading factor is
1:;
A^,.GCr
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Figure 4. Helix Loss as Functions of Frequency and Helix Resistivity
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a function resulting strictly of the change in impedance in free space to
that in the dielectric. It is given by
(ka cotX) actual
DLF =	 at the same value of ka and ya
(ka cotX) sheath
The relationship between the DLF and the reduction factor F 2 is given in
reference listed in Figure 6.
The last reduction Factor F3 is due to the barrel loading and is shown
in Figure 7.
All of the reduction factors lower the interaction impedance which in
turn reduces the Pierce gain parameter C by the one-third power of this
reduced impedance. Since the efficiency is directly proportional to the
gain parameter C, it is also reduced by only one-third power of any increase
in the reduction factor.
The circuit loss results in a direct increase in the loss parameter d
which directly affects the circuit efficiency. In Section 2.1.3 the
importance of the loss parameter on efficiency is discussed in detail
including the effect the various losses have on the microwave
characteristics. The loss parameter end the reduced impedance effects on
the gain per inch are also detailed in th_, s section. Finally, the
dielectric loading and barrel loading effects on the backward wave frequency
and starting conditions are discussed in Section 2.1.2. Methods to control
the helix surface and processing of material to reduce circuit loss are
discussed in Section 2.1.1.
2.1.1 Circuit Losses
The fabrication of the helix to minimize rf loss poses different
problems depending on whether an Amzirc helix is used or whether a tungsten,
moly, or copper plated tungsten, or copper-plated moly helix is used.
16
1.0
ya = 1.5 b/p = 1/E
b	 0.9
_ T.pe Impedance with Dielectric0.8 ^ F2	 Tape Impedance in Free Space
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LL
0.6
0.5	 /	 Source: P.K. Tien, -TWT Helix Impedance,"
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Figure 6. Impedance Reduction Factor F2 for a Tape Helix
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The fabrication of tungsten helices will be discussed first with
the same comments appling to moly- or copper-coated tungsten or moly
helices. The major supplier of factory metal helices is H. Cross Company.
Cross will produce tape with a + 0.2 mil (5 microns) tolerance on the width
and + 0.5 mil (12.7 microns) tolerance on the height and control the
tungsten tape fabrication to eliminate tape fractures. In the tape itself, 	 fi
the winding process which is accomplished at Varian is carefully controlled
to insure that the tape does not fracture and is annealed properly as the
helix is wound onto the mandrel. Once it has been established that the
helix, is free of fractures, the surface finish of the helix tape itself is
the major factor controlling loss. The surface finish is controlled by the
helix fabrication process which is as follows:
1. The helix is first wound on a molybdenum mandrel.
2. The wound helix is then brazed to the molybdenum mandrel so
that it can be centerless ground.
3. The helix mandrel assembly is centerless ground and this
grinding determines the finish of the outer diameter of the
helix.
U.	 The molybdenum mandrel is then etched out of the tungsten
helix.
5.	 The resulting tungsten helix is then electropolished.
Varian has established standard processes for each one of these
steps. The first step in the program was to use these standard processes on
the helix with the dimensions shown in Figure 1 and take photographs at
magnification levels of 1000, 2000 and 3000 of the surfaces of the helix
after each step has been accomplished. These photographs are shown in
Figures 8 through 10 and indicate the significance of processing on the
final surface finish.
A copper coating on the tungsten helix should significantly
reduce loss if the coating is properly applied so that the bulk resistivity
of copper is obtained. Electroplating has never been successful in
accomplishing this; the standard technique used within the microwave tube
r
industry is to evaporate copper in a vacuum onto the helix. Varian has
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standard procedures for this. The helix fabrication technique that provides
the best surface finish was chosen. The standard helix coating process has
been applied and SEM photographs have b^•en taken to determine the surface
finish of the copper coated helix. This is shown in Figure 11 and 12.
The fabrication of an Amz'.rc helix is somewhat different because
i
.	 the Amzirc is a much mire pliable material and is not subject to fracturing
during fabrication or winding. However, great care must be taken not to t ^:
oxidize or hydrize the zirconium in the material so that a good active braze.t
can be made. Amzirc material is manufactured by AMAX and H. Cross rolls it
into helix tape. At Varian, the Amzirc tape is wound onto a helix mandrel
and then mechanically cleaned, electropolished, and vacuum fired. SEM
photographs have been taken at various steps during this procedure and the
results are shown in Figure 13, 14 and 15.
2.1.2 Dielectric Loss and Barrel Losses
The support rod materials used on these programs included
diamonds, APBN, and beryllia.
Successful brazed helix circuits have been made using
unmetallized Type IIa diamonds supplied by Dubbledee Company. These
diamonds have been found to be free of carbon contamination on their
surfaces. The actual helix circuit shown in Figure 2 and the loss
measurement shown in Figure 25 were made with these diamonds. A material
procurement specification will be written so that future orders of diamonds
can be maintained at the same quality.
The APBN material is fabricated by Union Carbide on a graphite
mandrel. Discussions were held with Union Carbide to find a way to control
	
r
and reduce the carbon content in the APBN. The beryllia rolls are made by
several ceramic companies including Accuratus Ceramaic Corporation and
Ceradyne, Incorporated. Both vendors use beryllia powders su p plied by Brush
Beryllia Corporation. Discussions were held with each of these vendors to
control raw material purity and sintering conditions and, based on these
discussions, a procurement specification controlling the dielectric constant
23
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and density is required. The density measurement is straight forward while
the dielectric will require a rf measure. A resonant frequency shift method
is presented in Appendix 3.
One effect of tie dielectric and barrel loading is that it
lowers the n -mode frequency +here the tube tends to oscillate. The n-mode
frequency is where the forward and backward mode cross over and where the
backward wave is synchronous with the beam, that is, the phase velocity of
the backward mode is almost equal to the beam velocity. The lower the
n-frequency, due to the loading, the closer it comes to the operating band
and the closer the synchronism. To show how the loading lowers the
n_frequency, we need to consider the following. The n-mode frequency is
given by the relation 3p=n which gives:
1.37'
fn =	 (vp/c cotX)
(2a)
For a given helix diameter (2a), as the loading (either or both
dielectric or barrel) increases the normalized phase velocity (vD/c)
decreases and to raise the operating voltage back to desired value, the
helix TPI must be lowered so that cotX iecreases (cotX = (2a) n/p where D is
the ':elix pitch). Thus the n-frequency is lowered.
The closer the n-frequency is to the operating band the closer
the synO"ronism becomes and for a given circuit length it lowers the
starting current for oscillation. To raise the n-frequency once again above
the band for a heavily loaded circuit, requires 3 decrease in the circuit
ifameter which at millimeter frequency may cause a serious focusing problem.
2.1.3 '+licrowave Characteristics
The important microwave characteristics in the helix circuit
are:
29
•	 dispersion
•	 interaction impedance
,^-mode frequency
microwave loss
The first three characteristics can easily be determined from Scale models
of the circuit. The dispersion is important in determining the operating
bandwidth of the tube, and for a communication application a nearly constant
dispersion is easily obtained over the few GHz bandwidth of the tube. The
interaction impedance, when divided by the beam impedance, determines the
interaction efficiency of the tube and the gain per wavelength. The -mode
frequency  is the frequency at which the forward and backward wave modes
intersect and where the tube tends to oscillate. The rr-mode frequency must
be above the highest operating band of the tube. The impedance and the
resulting microwave properties of the circuit shown in Figure 1 are
tabulated in Table 1. Shown is the frequency, the Ya of the circuit, the
interaction impedance and the Pierce parameter C at frequencies of 17, 20,
30, 40 and 50 GHz. For the calculation, the assumption is made that the
helix pitches change at each frequency to give the optimum value of velocity
synchronism parameter, so Table 1 represents how the helix shown in Figure 2
would be used in a design of a tube centered around 20, 30, 40 and 50 GHz.
To obtain broadband performance across the full frequency range, dispersion
loading shells would have to be used. Then a constant phase velocity vs
frequency could be obtained but the interaction impedance would be only
about one-half the value shown. It should be remembered in examining the
characteristics of the helix assembly, shown in Table 1, that the gain per
wavelength and the interaction efficiency are not determined by interaction
impedance alone but are determined by the Pierce parameter C which is equal
to the one-third power of the interaction impedance divided by the beam
impedance and so depends on the perveance and operating voltage.
One value of microperveance chosen for the comparison chart of
Table 1 is 0.04. A tube operating with this perveance at 8 kV would provide
approximately 10 W of CW power. This design has been used in several TWT's
currently under development in the microwave industry. The beam is
relatively easy to focus but the Pierce gain parameter C is low and so the
30
gain per wavelength and the interaction efficiency is low. As iiscussed in
a subsequent paragraph the loss parameter with this low perveance design is
also high and this degrades tube performance. A better choice of
microperveance which can be focused with PPM focusing -with a beam filling
factor of 0.5 with the circuit shown in Figure 1 would be a microperveance
of 0.2. With this beam perveance operating at 9 kV the tube could provide
approximately 50 W of CW power, and the Pierce gain parameter for this vaiue
of microperveance is shown in the last line of the table.
Table 1
Microwave Characteristics of Helix Assembly
Frequency (^,Hz)
	
17	 ?0	 30	 40	 50
G
Ya
v/c
( AT u P = 0.04, 9 kV)
(AT uP = 0.2, 9 kV)
0.762 0.397 1.31+6 1.794 2.2142
0.169 0.159 0.169 0.159 0.159
96.? 79.4 37.L 15.? 5.3
0.045 0.043 0.034 0.025 0.020
0.077 0.073 0.053 0.044 0.033
An extremely critical parameter for a ?0 J?iz helix is microwave
loss. Microwave loss cannot be scaled from low frequency measurements and
cannot be accurately calculated. Until the work done by Varian on these
VASA programs was accomplished, no experimental measurements of the loss
millimeter wave helix circuits had been published. One reason was that
techniques first had to be developed to actually fabricate the helices and
10
	
then suitable measurement techniques had to be developed. The exact
fabrication techniques used had a major effect on the actual loss that was
measured. During these programs, microwave loss was actually measured on
the three types of circuits described above and the technique for waking
these loss measurements and the measured values themselves are reported in
subsequent paragraphs.
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The effect of helix circuit loss on interaction efficiency is
shown in Figures 15 and 17; these figures show the significance of circuit
loss and define the values of circuit loss that are required for a
satisfactory helix tube. Figure LS is taken from large signal calculations
and shows the interaction efficiency as a function of Pierce loss pa—meter.
Two curves are shown. The lower curve indicates that the velocity
synchronism parameter has been adjusted for a maximum small-signal gain.
The upper curve indicates that the velocity synchronism parameter has been
adjusted for maximum interaction efficiency. The calculations are made with
the helix circuit parameters shown in Table 1 at a frequency of 20 , viz. If
the tube had no loss and the synchronism condition was adjusted for maximum
interaction efficiency, the interaction efficiency would be 19 06. Note,
however, that as the loss increases the interaction efficiency drops
drastically; and if the loss parameter were 0.5, the interaction efficiency
would drop to under 70. The same situation is true when the velocity
synchronism parameter is adjusted for maximum small-signal gain. Because of
the severe efficiency reduction effect of loss, most traveling wave tubes
below the millimeter band are designed to operate with a loss parameter of
less than 0.05. It must also be realized that the efficiency reduction due
to circuit loss cannot be reclaimed by the use of a depressed collector.
7'igu.re 17 shows 'pow the loss parameter depends on the helix circuit loss.
The helix circuit loss is shown in dB/inch for a design using the helix
dimensions of Figure 1 and calculated at a frequency of ?0 11.iz. The
measured results obtained on the NASA programs are 311 given with loss in
dB/inch so a direct comparison can be made with the measured results and the
effect on TWT performance. The loss parameter d which controls the
gain/inch and, most importantly, the interaction efficiency de pends not only
on the helix circuit loss but also on the gain parameter. Actually, the
loss parameter d is approximately equal to the loss per wavelength divided
by the gain per wavelength. (This -would be strictly true if the growing
wave parameter x  were equal to (1+fib)). Therefore, if the loss parameter
is 0.5 then the gain per -wavelength is equal to twice the loss per
wavelength and so forth. Consequently, the value of loss parameter depends
on the actual helix loss and the gain parameter of the tube which, for a
given circuit, depends on the mic rope rveance. Two of the curves in Figure
17 show the value of d for any helix loss for two different values of beam
0
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micropervenace 0.2 and 0.04; and, of course, the higher the microperveance,
the lower the value of loss parameter for a given helix loss. In order to
achieve a loss parameter of 0.05, the helix loss should be less than
2 dB/inch.
2.2 LOSS MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
Nearly all of the loss measurements below 18 GHz are done using a
coaxial coupled line to the helix structure. This is convenient as most
tubes have been historically matched by a coaxial line through a ceramic
window and the procedures to achieve this match are well known. This
provides an excellent broadband va.uum window and allows the most
flexibility for external packaging and interfacing with any rf connection,
coaxial or waveguide. Circuit matching is performed by several methods, for
example, by reducing the barrel diameter to reduce the helix impedance or by
reducing the coaxial line diameter ratio to change its impedance. The
matching transformer region is used by the designers as an area of
individual tube design changes to compensate for impedance mismatches
unknown to the tube aesigners and used by the technician to ms:tch the most
difficult tube.
The initial loss measuring fixture was designed around a coaxial
matching system. Considerable effort was expended on trying to match to a
helix structure via a coaxial line to a coaxial ceramic window to a coaxial
connector, either OSM or OSSM type, then transitioning to the waveguide
measuring setup. The results of the matching experiments were poor. It
became extremely difficult to use the same matching technique in a 0.070 BID
compared to an I/J band body ID of 0.150. In addition to this difficult;
the window and coaxial line tolerances became extremely critical as the size
decreased in an attempt to maintain the fixture flexibility for matching.
The variability of the coaxial connector to the window also became
increazely important in reproductability of test results and all of the
above adding to poor test results. The loss readings were higher than were
thought to be reasonable and the variation of test data from a given
^t	 :a
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run, depend. n!2, on the contact and position of coaxial components, made the
data totally . r ealistic. The best reasonable broadband match attained by
this coaxial -T- tem was ?.5 to 3:1 which was also unacceptable.
As a result, the coaxial approach was dropped for a direct
waveguide matching approach. This approach used a design procedure where
the waveguide width and height dimension were modified to shape the
waveguide impedance to the helix structure impedance. The matching results
were acceptable over the waveguide band ,-ridth. To further improve the
accuracy of the loss reading, E-Ii tuners were used on either side of the
test fixture to assure a perfect match at each test frequency.
	 9i
The unknown of the test was the losses in the transitions to the
helix and in the matching elements of the transition. This covers the
waveguide transition from full height waveguide to reduced height waveguide
and the losses in the moveable waveguide short and the moveable antenna-body
short.
The losses in the waveguide themselves have been fully
understood and are well documented. The loses at millimeter frequencies
	 -
have been higher than theoretical and an investigation of this has led to a
knowledge of the effect of the surface roughness on the relative surface
resistance. The effect of this finish is that a 3 micron finish could
increase the relative surface resistance as much as 32 at 20 Ghz. appendix
C gives data on this effect.
as a result, the specified finish of 311 waveguide components
-was held to a 10 or better micron finish.
An estimate was not made during the study of the loss due to the
back movable short or the antenna losses but it was apparent that the
contact was extremely important.
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	E	 2.2.1 Test Vehicle Design
As stated, the design of the loss vehicle test fixture started
as a coaxia l
 extension of lower frequency models. As the tests proceeded
with unacceptable matches and unreproduciable data, the test vehicle was
modified from the coaxial transformer to a direct waveguide transformer.
Figure 18 shows the coaxial test fixture.
As design of the waveguide transformer proceeded, the addition
of E—H tuners became necessary to reduce the transformer matches to an
acceptable VSWR at each frequency. This eliminated the multiple reflection
at each transformer which reduced the loss measurements to that only of the
test waveguide transitions and the actual loss of the helix structure plus
the unknown losses due to the waveguide back short and the antenna losses.
Figure 18 shows the waveguide test fixture.
As can be seen in this figure the loss measurement is made by a
transmission measurement. This requires a helix—waveguide transition at
	
ir	 each end of the fixture with the match at each end contributing to the
double—ended—match. A sample of one of the test matches is shown in
Figure 19, and the long line effect of two mismatches is obvious. To assure
that this double—ended—match does not contribute to the loss reading, E—H
tuners were used at each end of the fixture. These were tuned at each
frequency to maximize the transmitted power read on the output power bridge.
The theoretical losses of the waveguide are 13.3 to 9.5 dB/100
°eet for WR 42 and therefore the transistions themselves contributed 0.08 dB
which includes the increase in surface resistance due to the 10 micron
finish.
2.2.2 Test Method
Several metnods are available for measuring rf loss. The method
listed in the Statement of Work and used on these NASA contracts conducted
by Varian used an attenuator substitution method. The helix assembly was
matched on both ends to waveguide and the power passing through the
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structure was measured, and the loss was then determined by substituting a
precision attenuator for the test structure. The problem with the
attenuation substitution method of measuring loss is that the loss in the
couplers at either end of the helix is not known.
Another methcJ of measuring rf loss which is described in
Appendix D, and which is widely used at lower frequencies is to use a
perturbing bead and measure the amount of reflected power with a network
analyzer. The amount of power reflected from the bead of course depends on
the amount of attenuation in the circuit. Appendix D shows a typical
attenuation Teasu,^ment. This method is much simpler, and eliminates the
problem of coupler loss. It is much less expensive because only one helix
needs to be made for each measurement. However, it is somewhat less
accurate and can probably measure loss only to within + 0.2 of a dB. As the
results in (Figures 22,23 and 25) show, this may not be much worse than the
error at a single frequency from the attenuator insertion loss measurements.
The microwave loss of the three different helix assemblies was
measured with the setup shown in Figure 20. An attenuator substitution
method was used in which the microwave power passing through the various
helix assemblies mounted in the test fixture of Figure 18 was measured and
then a precision rotary-vane attenuator was substituted for the t2gt
fixtures. The attenuator was adjusted until the same power reading was
obtained and then the loss of the helix assembly was the same as the
attenuator setting. The test fixture can be seen in the middle of the test
setup of Figure 20 located in front of the microscope. E-H tuners are used
on the input and output to obtain a perfect match at each measurement
frequency. The helix circuit is in the center of the waveguide test fixture
shown in Figure 18 and a match is made to both ends of the helix from the
waveguide. The helix is matched with a tab which extends across narrow
height waveguide and then the waveguide is tapered to the full waveguide
height. A moveable backplate behind the match is adjusted to optimize the
match and then at each frequency the remaining matching is done with the E-H
tuners external to the test part. The fixture design shown in Figure 18
allows the helix assembly to be measured with different waveguide couplers.
The setup shown in Figure 20 was designed with WR28 covering the 25-40 GHz
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band and most measurements were made in this band. Other couplers were
designed and fabricated in WR42 to optimally cover measurements in the
18-26 GHz band.
2.3 LOSS MEASUREMENTS
This section will discuss the measurement of helix structure losses of
the three structures actually studied. The fabrication of each of the
circuits is discussed in detail in Sections 2.3.1 for APBN and for BeO
interferenced fitted assemblies. The test results on these circuits are
discussed in Section 2.3.2.
For the brazed circuits, the fabrication of the diamond brazed
structure is discussed in Section 2.3.3, while the braze experiments
required to finally achieve this brazed assembly are discussed in Section
2.3.4. Finally, the test results of the loss measurements on this brazed
structure are discussed in Section 2.5.
The results of the programs assure Lne Lube designer that at higher
millimeter frequency the measured loss is not excessively higher than the
extrapolated results of lower frequency measured data.
The results indicate the only added decrease in efficiency is due to
the increase in the osF parameter because of the necessity of designing
millimeter tubes with low Pierce gain parameter C for focusing
considerations.
2.3.1 Interference Fitted Turasten Helix with APBN Support
Pods or ReO Rods
The interference fitted assembly using APBN support rods was
assembled using the same techniques that are commonly used on lower
frequency TWT's. The `_ungsten helix was wound on a molybdenum mandrel.
After winding, the helix was brazed to the mandrel and was centerless
ground. After grinding, the molybdenum mandrel is removed by selective
etching and the 'helix is electropolished. The helix is then glued to a
12
stuffing mandrel using an acetone soluable glue. The APBN support rods are
glued to the helix. The mandrel is then cold stuffed into the tube body.
During the stuffing process the boron nitride contracts. A 0.2 mil
interference fit can be obtained with this technique.
The interference fitted assembly using beryllia rods is
assembled in a similar fashion to the assembly using the boron nitride rods.
The tungsten helix is fabricated in exactly the same way. The beryllia rods
however, are fabricated differently since it is difficult to make beryllia
rods with a 0.010" x 0.010" cross section extending the full 1" length of
the helix without breaking the rod. To solve this problem, sections of
beryllia rods 0.010" x 0.010" in cross section and only 0.100" long are
brazed to 0.006" x 0.015" Amzirc strips. These strips can be seen in cross
section in the drawing of Figure 1. A picture of brazed BeO and diamond
rods are shown in Figure 21. Amzirc is a dispersion strengthened copper
containing 0.2% zirconium in pure copper. The zirconium addition not only
strengthens the copper tape but also provides the active brazing alloy to
bond the tape to the beryllia. Consequently, no metallizing processing is
required. The zirconium in the tape itself forms the metallizing and strong
reliable bonds are made when the Amzirc and Beryllia are heated to 8500C
under pressure in an inert atmosphere such as helium.
The difference between this procedure and lower frequency tubes
is the control of the body ID and the helix bundle OD. By use of special
Deltronic gauges and special bushing gauges to measure the bundle OD, both
of which were correlated to a pecific air gauge, the helix bundle OD is
controlled to within 2 microns, the same air gauge is used to measure the
honed body ID which is controlled to 2 microns.
'.3.2 Assemblies Tested and Test Results
The two assemblies fabricated for the interference tests were
measured by the substitution method. The tests were repeated se v eral times.	 ^;'- +:1
It was therefore assumed that all unknowns were accounted for and the
measured losses were actual circuit losses.
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Figure 22 shows, on the same scale, measurements made on the
tungsten helix mounted on APBN rods and interference fitted and the tungsten
helix mounted on beryllia rods and interference fitted. The loss of the Be0
supported assembly is slightly lower than the APBN supported assembly and
so, extrapolated to 20 GHz, the loss of the APBN circuit is approximately
1.4 dB/inch and is 1.3 dB/inch for the tungsten helix mounted on beryllia
rods. Note that these circuits used an unplated tungsten helix. The spread
of experimental points gives an estimate of the accuracy of the
measurements. The circuit with the beryllia rods has less lo g s; note that
the beryllia rods are brazed on one surface to the rod supporti.ig strip. In
all cases, at 20 GHz, the loss is significantly less than 2 dB/inch, and
even with the lowest perveance design discussed above, the loss parameter is
less than 0.05. Figure 23 compares helix loss measurements made at Varian
on a variety of helix assemblies across the frequency range from 4 — 40 GHz.
All the circuits shown in Figure 23 are interference fitted and include the
results shown previously in Figure 22. The helix support rods include APBN,
IPBN, and beryllia. The helices are of tungsten or copper plated tungsten.
The bodies are of cupronickel and of copper.
The difference between the measured losses of Figure 22 can be
explained by the dielectric loading. The fact that the Be0 structure loss
was lower than the APBN, even though the dielectric constant of APBN is 5.12
while Be0 is 6.0, was due to the effective dielectric loading. The APBN
rods covered 31.3% of the area between the helix and the barrel compared to
14.3% for the F,eO rods.
At first glance, all of the curves from Figures 22, 23 (and 25)
suggest that the helix loss is increasing with frequency. That is because
the attenuation is plotted in dB/inch. The TWT performance is all dependent
on the loss per wavelength and for a helix at a given operating voltage,
that is a given phase velocity, the wavelength is inversely proportional to
frequency. Consequently, if the loss measurements all fall along a straight
line as indicated, running diagonally across the curve of the graph of 	
,h
Figure 23, then the loss per wavelength of the circuits would be constant.
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Note that the curves do fall approximately along a straight line, and so the
loss per wavelength from u — UO GHz is essentially constant.
2.3.3 Brazed Amzirc Helix with Diamond Support Rods
1. The brazed diamond assembly is made as follows. The rod
assemblies are made in the same way as the beryllia rod assemblies described
in the previous paragraph. Sections of diamond rod 0.010" x 0.010" in cross
section and 0.100" long are brazed to the 0.006" x 0.015" Amzirc strips.
The diamond rod assembly made in this way can be seen brazed to the helix in
the photograph of Figure 2.
2. The next step is the helix fabrication which begins with
the plating of a 0.0005" layer of chromium on a stainless steel helix
mandrel. The chromium will ultimately be etched away after the helix is
brazed to the support rods to allow the mandrel to be removed. Once the
stainless steel mandrel with the chromium plating has been centerless
ground, an Amzirc helix is wound onto the mandrel. Molybdenum spacing tape
is used between the Amzir c_ helix turns to maintain the proper helix pitch
tolerance during the following assembly operations. Ultimately, the spacer
tape will be etched away after the helix has been brazed to the support
rods.
3. The rods and helix made as described in Steps 1 and 2 are
brazed together using the fixture shown in Figure 24. The helix and mandrel
assembly are held in the center of the fixture. The diamond rods brazed to
the Amzirc strip (which were fabricated as described in Step 1) are glued to
the holding fixture, two of which can be seen at the bottom left of the
photograph and the third of which can be seen held in the technician's hand.
These holding strips are then inserted into the brazing jig. The parts of
the brazing jig are made of stainless steel to provide a maximum expansion.
The rings that surround the brazing jig are made of molybdenum, and when the
brazing jig is then heated to the 800 0 0 brazing temperature, the outer
molybdenum rings provide the required pressure to push the diamond rods
against the Amzirc helix assembl 3 . The fixture has been carefully designed
to provide sufficient pressure so that at the 850 0 0 brazing ;emperature a
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strong mechanical and thermal bond is made between the support rods and the
helix assembly. After this brazing operation, the helix and rod assembly is
removed from the fixture and the molybdenum spacer tape and the chromium on
the mandrel are selectively etched out of the assembly. The mandrel is
easily removed, and the complete rod and helix assembly appears as shown in
Figure 2.
4.	 The final step is to braze the helix and rod assembly into
the tube body. The tube body contains a liner, the dimension of which is
shown in Figure 1. The liner is initially brazed into the PPM body during
the body fabrication procedure, the body inner diameter is plated with
silver and a cusil braze is made between the Amzirc backing strips on the
rod and the copper body when the complete assembly is fired at 8000C.
2.3.4 Braze Experiments
Considerable effort was spent in achieving a reliable braze to
diamonds. Initial work done under an AFAL sponsored contract covered active
braze experiments. These were done in a vacuum using Ti—Au—Moly or Zr---Au
Moly sputtered on OFHC tape or cop-)er coated tungsten tape. The test
results were inzonsistant and a reliable braze to diamond was not obtained.
These were fired at 1000 0C in the vacuum with pressure between the diamonds
and the sputtered tapes.
Under an RADC sponsored contract, the work continued. The
active braze gave way to a diffusion bond braze between the diamonds and
Amzirc tape. These were still done in a vacuum at 1000 0 C and gave a more
consistant braze. The resistance across the diamond rods varied from 200K
to 100 G ohms after the brazes. It was under this contract that the first
brazes were made in an inert atmosphere at 1000 0 C, the resulting brazes were
extremely strong and reproducible. The resistances were still variable
The work done under the NASA contracts improved the fixtures and
lowered the temperature to improve the bond and decrease the variation of
the resistance across a brazed rod. The temperature now used is 800 0C and
the cleaning process is a simple mechanical (way clean) cleaning of the
50
Amzirc tape prior to braze. The atmosphere is still helium and the brazed
helix assembly which was tested was made by this process.
2.3.5 Brazed Assembly Tested and Test Results
The measured loss results are summarized in Figure 25 which
shows the loss of the brazed circuit using the actual circuit with
	 h,
dimensions shown in Figure 1. This circuit used an Amzirc helix with
diamond rods brazed to the helix and brazed to the copper barrel of the
tube. The curve shows attenuation in dB/inch as a function of frequency'',
across the 26 — 40 GHz band anc' can readily be extrapolated to 20 GHz where
the loss is approximately 1.6 o9/inch.
E	 2.4 THERMAL STUDY
The thermal characteristics of the different helix circuits were not
measured on the NASA program because so much effort had to be expended in
developing the fabrication techniques for the helices. However, the thermal
characteristics were calculated and the results are shown in Table 2.
The calculations were made as follows.
	 Each turn of the helix, with
the dimensions shown in Figure
	
1,	 was assumed to dissipate 1 W of power.
The dissipated power comes both from beam interception and from the rf power
absorbed by the helix.
	 The power is assumed to be uniformly distributed
along the tape.	 With thij power input, the temperature rise around the
helix from the midpoint to the support rods was calculated.
	 This is AT1	 in
Table 2.	 Making this calculation requires a knowledge of the thermal
conductivity of the helix material, and this data was obtained from
Figure 26.
	 The next temperature rise is between the helix and the support
rod.	 There was assumed to be no temperature rise if the interface was
brazed.	 If a pressure fit was used, 	 the thermal resistance values of Figure
27 were used.	 The third temperature rise,
	 AT3,	 is through the support rod y,p,
itself,	 and to make this calculation the thermal conductivity shown in
Figure 26 was used at the appropriate temperature.
	 The last temperature
Q	 rise was the temperature rise between the support rod and the body itself.
If this interface was brazed no temperature rise was assumed.
	 If it was an
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interference fit the thermal resistance measurements of Figure 27 were used.
The sum of the four temperature rises give the total temperature rise from
the hottest point on the helix to the tube body. With the tungsten helix
interference fitted on three APBN rods, the temperature rise is 55.6 0 C/W of
dissipated power. By using a copper helix or an Amzirc helix with three
diamond rods brazed, the temperature rise is reduced by a factor of 10.
Table 2 gives an insight into the differences in thermal dissipation
capability between the various circuit designs. The assumption is that the
heat is transferred through the width of the rod. This assumes 100% helix
contact to the rod thickness. If the helix—rod contact is less than 100%,
then the temperature drop becomes a function of contact area and rod
material. For example, APBN rods are anisotropic and the heat conductivity
is very poor in the c direction and therefore if contact is made at a point
the effective area is greatly reduced. On the other hand, if the rod
material is BeO and the contact is a point then it is not as severe as the
material is isotropic and although there is a "necking down effect" the heat
transfer area to the body is still the total width of the rods.
Another property that affects the results is Lne change in thermal
conductivity with the average rod temperature. For APBN, this thermal
conductivity is fairly stable while BeO's thermal conductivity is highly
temperature sensitive between 20 and 4000C.
To show these two effects, three calculations have been made showing
a. APBN vs area contact
b. BeO at 200C
C.	 BeO at 4000C
Figure 28 indicates these curves and the importance of proper use of the
support material for maximum thermal performance.
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TABLE 2
THERMAL DISSIPATION CAPABILITY
(WHEN EACH HELIX TURN DISSIPATES 1 WATT)
,LT1 zJ2	 LT3 LT4 LTotal
Helix Support- Helix
Around Support	 Through Body to Clamping
Helix Interface	 Support Interface Body Pressure
(°C) (°C)	 (°C) (°C) (°C) (psi)
1.	 Tungsten Helix 8.7 20.7	 15.9 10.3 55.6 10,000
3 APBN Rods
Interference fitted
2. Copper Helix 4.4 0	 7.9 0 12.3 ---
3 BeO Rods
Brazed
^. Copper Helix 1.1 0	 4.0 0 5.1 ---
6 BeO Rods
Brazed
4. Copper-Plated 8.7 6.5	 0.8 3.8 19.8 20,000
Tungsten Helix
3 Diamond Rods
Interference fitted
5. Copper Helix 4.4 0	 0.8 0 5.2 ---
3 Diamond Rods
Brazed
6. Copper Heli> 2.5 0	 0.6 0 3.1 ---
4 Diamond R,,)dc
Brazed
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study programs have produced considerable new data and results on
circuit loss of interference and brazed cir^uits above 13 ;Hz and up to
40 3Hz. It also has revealed the circuit and rod properties needing further
control. This includes the processes used on the tape material and rod
dielectric material luring manufacturing as well as the in-process
procedures and processing of these materials to make helices and final helix
rods.
Essentially, the studies have measured the loss of circuits male by
conventional interference fitted methods and by brazed methods. These
losses are not any higher than expected from low frequency data. That is,
the losses are acceptable and the circuits male by these methods will make a
good millimeter tube in which the gain per inch will not be low due to
excess circuit loss and the coniersion efficiency will be acceptable due to
the resulting loss parameter being around 0.15.
The studies indicate areas that need further ietailed research. and
areas that have not been studied under the present programs. These areas
are mainly in the material manufacturing and in-process processing and rods
and helices manufacturing.
'details of these recommendations are as follows.
Helix 'daterial and Manufactiring
Study and determine material acceptance specification and processing
specifications.
Study methods of making helices and helix tapes.
Study process in fabricating wound helix and in-processes to produce
the lowest loss surface.
Study helix materials to make brazed helix with lowest rf loss.
1
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In addition to the above specific recommendations, the study should
include the loss measurements of circuits made from these materials and
processes, ani a thermal study of those circuits to assess their thermal
capability.
Dielectric Rod Material and Manufacturing
Study and determine material acceptance specification and processing
specifications for optimizing low loss properties.
Study method of machining or making rods and in-process processing to
reduce loss.
Study circuit rod support design to optimize thermal capability beycnd
those studied to data.
Study rod material and braze procedures and processes to make the
lowest loss brazed assembly.
amain the recommendations include a loss and thermal study to evaluate
circuits using material and rc.is from these materials.
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ABSTRACT
As efficiency and power requirements for broad band traveling wave
tubes increase, the necessity to reduce 1033es becomes more and more {''
important.	 it is particularly important to reduce circuit losses because, I'a
when efficient multistage depressed collectors are used, each two percent
increase in circuit efficiency yields a one percent increase in overall tR
efficiency!	 Attempts to predict losses in helix structures have produced 8a
1answers that were a factor of it least three below the measured loss.
Hi 	 loss measurements have been very difficult to make, primarily,
because of the small values of the quantities being measured.
	 This paper
presents an accurate theoretical analysis of the loss of a helix structiire.
The effect on loss of the dielectric support rods for the helix is taken
into account.	 In addition, helix losses ire separated from barrel losses.
?unctional variation are given of loss with frequency, helix pitch, helix
ridius, barrel to helix diameter ratio, helix and barrel resistivity and the
effective relative dielectric constant of the helix support rods.
`deasurements of loss, made with a Hewlett ?ackard automatic network analyzer
ani a new automated measurement procedure, are presented. 	 it is shown that
excellent agreement between the predicted loss and the measured loss is
obtained when helix surface roughness effects on resistivity ire taken into
account.	 Also, a correction is made for the increase in measured loss
resulting from impeiance mismatches between the helix and the measuremen':
circuit and from loss in the sliding short.
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4s power and efficiency requirements on broad bind microwave amplifiers
become more severe, attention is focused on the traveling wave tube and,
more specifically, on the 7.4r slow-wave struct'Are. For broad bind (over an
octave) 74T3 the slow-wave structure universi.11y used is the helix.
The effect of the :Intrinsic loss of the helix structure on the overall
efficiency (n ov ) may be -:,wn by consiiering the expression for nov.
Following the work of {osrLthl, et al (I), nov may be written as
q, T1
4
n	 =
ov
? int + ?;ig
L - nc + n ^ ne + n	 n
0
where
nP	 =	 electronic efficiency
Ict =	 circuit efficiency
n	 =	 collector efficiency
Dint -	 beam power intercepted by helix
D	 = Sig	 ha,r-nonic and unuseable signal loss
?0 =	 beam power leaving gun.
Heater losses are assumed to be negligible.
In Figure 1 the overall efficiency is plotted as a f^inction of the
circuit efficiency for various values of collector efficiency.
Fi3•ire 1 illustrates the importance of maximizing circuit efficiency.
?or example, by increasing the value of circuit efficiency from 70 per^_ent
( a value not uncommon for a lossy helix material, Such as rough tungsten, to
^0 percent (for a properly finished cooper plated helix) the increase in
overall efficiency is nearly 10 percent -when the collector efficiency is 95
percent!
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an additional benefit to increasing circuit efficiency, not evident
from Figure 1, is that in some cases the upper limit for the power level of
a helix-type tube is established by the circuit losses. By reducing circuit
losses, the maximum power level can be increased. In fact, if circuit
losses are the only limiting factor, as they sometimes are, and if all other
factors remain equal, then a reduction in circuit losses by a factor of two
would increase the maximum operating power level by a factor of two.
The foregoing analysis illustrates the importance of maximizing circuit
efficiency. In spite of the fact that three decades have passed since the
invention of the traveling wave tube and that several tens of thousands of
helix-type 7dT's have been fabricated, the functional variations of helix
and support structure loss with frequency, geometry and material are not
well understood. This is partly because analyses that have been performed
have been inadequate and partly because accurate helix loss measurements are
very difficult to make. The end result is that the circuit efficiency of
the typical high-power helix-type 74T is much lower than it could be.
his paper presents a detailed Lheoretical analysis of the loss of a
helix structure. Measurements of loss, made using a Hewlett Packard network
analyzer and a new automated measurement procedure, especially suited for
the meaurement of small loss values, are presented. 'Next, the effect of
helix surface roughness effects in resistivity are accounted for. Finally,
the increase in measured loss, resulting from impedance mismatches between
the helix and the measurement circuit and from loss in the sliding short, is
calculated. Excellent agreement between the predicted loss and the measured
loss is obtained.
1
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'I. 1%LYSIS OF LOSS OF HELIX AND SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
The following analysis is an expansion of earlier work by Bryant and
'White ") and provides for the effects of dielectric helix support rods and
for differences in resistivity between the helix and the surrounding barrel
of the 74T. The intri,:sic loss of the helix is separated from the loss of
the barrel. Dielectric losses are not included in this analysis.
In this investigation, the usual Pierce helical sheath model (3,4) with
an outer cylindrical shieli is generalized so that dielectric loading is
taken into accoi:nt. klso, the resistivity of the barrel is permi.tced to
differ from the resistivity of the helix. In this model, shown in Figure ?,
-urrent :lows along the infinitely thin sheath surface in the pitch
direction making an angle T with the circumference.
In region 4, which is the space inside the helix, the dielectric
constant, cl , and the permeability, u l , are those of free-space.
Corresponding to dielectric supporting rods, a material of effective
iielectric .onstant, c,, and effective permeability, u-,, is assumed to
homogeneously fill region 3. The resistivity of the sheath is a l and of the
outer cylindrical conductor is P,
A. FIELD SOLUTION
Because the pitch angle is relatively small and because of the long
helix length, perfect circular symmetry is assumed.
For plane waves propagating in the z-direction, it is assumed that
fields vary 3s
?	 ^;( r)
_	 ej	 nz)
H	 H( r)
The Floquet theorem may be applied to obtain the axial phase constant
3 = 3 + ?nn/p,
n
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where p is the period of the structure and n is the order of the mode. For
the lowest order mode of transmission, n = 0. The following analysis is
carried out for this lowest order mode.
In the analysis that follows, axial phase constants are separated while
the radial propagation constants are assumed to be the same in both regions.
Later in the numerical calculations, it will be seen that this separation
produces no considerable difference.
For convenience, the following functions (5) in terms of combinations of
modified Bessel functions are used.
G00 = G00 (Ya,Yb) = I 0 (Ya)K0 (Yb) - K0(Ya)I0(Yb)
:11 = G11 (Ya,Yb) = I 1 (Ya)K1 (Yb) - K1(Ya)I1(Yb)
GO1 - G01(Ya,Yb) = I 0 (Ya)KI (Yb ) + KO(Ya)II(Yb)
10 - 10(Ya,Yb) = I1 ( Ya ) K0 ( Y b ) + K (Ya)IO(Yb)
and it is recognized that
YbG10 (Yb ,Yb ) = YbG01 (Yb,Yb) = 1.
Defining
wuici=Si	 ki
where i = 1 or ? and assuming that the Y's are the same in both regions,
then Maxwell's equations may be solved and the field components are as given
in reference 4.
The characteristic equation obtained for the radial propagation
constant is(6).
'F
^r
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1 cot 	 I^	 u(Ya ) - l IO(Ya)I1(Ya) GO,
?	 11
	
^	 e^
Y2I 	 E(Ya) -	 IO(Ya) r
G 10
1	 00
B. ATTENUATION CONSTANT OF A DIELECTRICALLY LOADED HELICAL
LINE WITH AN OUTER SHIELD
The Poynting vectors in regions A and B are determined separately. In
region A, the °oynting vector is
31 = Er1 H^ l
 - E^lHrl
	
111
1 
A^	 o	 Y	 I0(Ya)
(u /e )1/2Y9
	
I1 (Y r)	 1 + klcotT 1  Ya1 1
where E rl , Ht1 , Ell , and Hrl are radial and azimuthal field components and A
is a constant.
In region B, the Poynting vector is:
3, = E
r2H^2 - E 2Hr9-
k^6,,A^	 ^	 II(Yr)K0(Yb) + Kl (Yr)I O (Yb)	 ?
_	 - -	
? 2
	 I-(Ya)
Y	 2	 II(Yr)KI(Yb) - K1 (Y r )I 1 (Yb)	 2
kl3coty	
'11
The total power flow, I T , is obtained from the power flow in region A, Rl,
and in region B, R., as follows:
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RT
 = +
^a
= 1/2 Real r SI . dA + 1/2 Peal r 396dA
= 1/2 Real J '.^l • 2nrdr + 1/2 Real
1
 So•?irrdr
a	 b
= n
	
91 rdr	 +	 n1 Sardr
0	 J 
When the integrations are carried out, the following is obtained:
9 ID
n k1 6 1 a" A-
^T	
2(u /E ) 1/2Y^ LT1 1
0 where
Y	
?	 10k Yus
LT = M ( Y a ) 1
	
l^ cotf
	
Ii(Ya)
	
9^ e^	 b2	 Ko(Yb)	 Y	 2	 o(Yb)
+ B 
e= I^(Ya)	 M(Yb) - M( Ya) 0	 + k cotY?
	
1 1
	
a	
'00	 ?	 '11
	
9	 I2(Yb'	 Y	 2 I^(Yb)
+ b7 N(Yb) - ^T(Ya)	 0 	 +	 1,^	 k	 ^'^ cot	 ?
	
a	 S00	 Gll
1
2	 K (Yb)I ( Yb )	 Y	 ?	 !C (Y	
1
b)I (Yb)
+ 2
	
b^ P( Yb) - P( Ya)	 0	 02	 cot4'	 ? 
	
a	 x'00	 ' 11
and where the following functions are defined.
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M(x)= I2(x ) - I0WIo(x)
N( x) = K2 (x) - K0 (X)K2 (x)
P(x) = I I (x)Kl (x) + I0(x)Kg(x)
The insertion loss, a, of the helix structure may be determined as
follows:
Since
tIT = 10exp(-2az)
then
1 d
a=- — —RT,
2q  dz
whern-
d	 d	 d
— R = — R + — d^.
dz T	 dz 1	 dz
but
d
R 1 = 2naPL1
dz
TrRelakiA"
	 o	 I1(Ya)I 
U Y2	
I0(Ya)	
IO(Ya) )
1
+	 Y2	
I0(Ya) 
a	 +eIDG1)
klcotT	 I1(Ya)	 e1G00
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9	 - -
nR0ePbk-A-t
	
1
11 0Y 2 -
	 I0(Ya)	 Yb	 G 2
00
	
+	 Y`	 1
k2 cot 'Y	
G11
where 
PL1 
and PL2 are the power losses per unit area in the helix and barrel
respectively. They are determined from the Poynting vectors S 1 and S,,,.
By combining the appropriate preceding equations, a is found to be
	
2k^Rl	 C^	 bR?	 1	 2	 Y	 ? 1
a -
	 1/2	 e	 IO(Ya)	 aR	 Yb ?	 + k cotl	 2S la(u 2 /e^)	 LT	 1	 1	
r'00	 ?	 ^C13
2	 e	 I1 (Ya) 2	 Y?	 2	 E: I0 (Ya)l
G10	 _
+	 00	 +	
E:9 1  Ya)	 +	 kl cot `^	 e9 I1(Ya)
	
Y	 '0 1
k2 cot `Y
	 G11
This is the equation of the intrinsic insertion loss of a helix surrounded
by dielectric materials and an outer cylindrical conductor.
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t
9	 13
If E 1 = E " = e, u l = u^ = u, and k- = , T -uc, the equation for a reduces
to
	F3(Ya)4R1	 k2	 Ii(Ya)	 G12
a	 ^	 IO(Ya)	 ^	 o	 +
27ra(120) - ($a)(ka)	 Y -	 I^(Ya)	 G 
2
02
2
	
I(Ya)	
'
+	 Y	 ,) +	 O1
	
kcot`s
	
I1(Ya)	 11G
b	 R2	 k2	 1	 Y	 1
+ aR	 + kcotT1	 Y -	 Y -b"G00
	k-b-,01
which is the main result of the paper by Bryant and White
The skin effect resistance is obtained by using the relation
R. =
	
nuoFpi
where i = 1 or ?.
Figures 3 through 9 contain plots of loss as a function of frequency.
The frequency range chosen corresponds to that over which measurements of
loss have been made on helix structures supplied to S TJNYAB by industry. The
normal values of various parameters used for Figures 3 through 9 are as
f ollo"rs .
Helix pitch	 = 0.141 cm (18 TPI)
Helix radius
	
= 0.12 cm (0.047")
Barrel to helix diameter ratio
	 = 2.0
Helix resistivity	 = 2.5 x 10 -
6
 R - cm
Barrel resistivity	 = 2.5 x 10-6 S1 - cm
Effective relative iielectric
constant of support rods (c.)	 = 1.5
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In each of the Figures 3 through 9, one of these parameters is varied
while the others are held constant.
The effective relative dielectric constant, e,,, is calculated as
follows:
E9 = e a + (1-a)
where e is the relative dielectric constant of the support rods and a is the
fraction of the cross-sectional area of the region between the helix and the
barrel that is filled with dielectric material. In calculating e, ) it is
assumed that no azimuthal electric fields exist.
In Figures 3 and 4, it is shown that loss increases with decreasing
helix pitch and with increasing helix radius. Certainl y , an increase in
loss would be expected because of the increase in conductor length per unit
haiix length accompanying a decrease in pitch or an increase in radius.
However, the amount of loss increase is not proportional to the increase in
conductor length.
As may be noted in Figure 5, the loss of the helix structure varies
approximately as the square root of the helix resistivity. Figure 7 shows
that the resistivity of the barrel has little effect on loss. As a result,
as is shown in Figure 9, the helix loss represents a large percentage of the
total loss of the entire structure.
Figure 9 shows the effect of the effective relative dielectric constant
of the support rods on loss. Note that, to minimize loss, the dielectric
constant and cross-sectional area of the support rods must be :minimized.
(of course, these are the same requirements as those for maximizing
interaction efficiency.
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In summary, to minimize loss, it is necessary to:
1. Maximize helix pitch
2. Minimize helix radius
3. Maximize barrel to helix diameter ratio
b.	 Minimize helix resistivity
5.
	
14inimize support rod cross—sectional area and dielectric constant.
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III. AEASUREMENT OF LOSS OF HELIX AND SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
The accurate measurement of the loss of a TWT helix structure is very
difficult for two primary reasons. In the first place, the loss is normally
relatively low (— 0.5 to 1 W. As a result, it is necessary to take
precautions to eliminate and/or compensate for even relatively small losses
in the transmission lines, connectors, etc. used in the measurement
apparatus. In the second place, the impedance of the helix structure is a
function of frequency. This is shown in Figure 10 for the helix structure
for which loss measurements are reported later in this paper. The value of
c2 for this structure was 1.9. The only frequency at which the impedance of
the helix structure was matched to the 50 ohm measurement apparatus was
approximately 8 GHz. Above and below this frequency, the impedance
mismatches at the connections to the helix caused multiple reflections of
signals in the helix structure and in some of the components in the
measurement apparatus. The resulting multiple passes of the signal cause
the measured loss of the helix structure to be higher than the actual loss.
The above two problems and their solutions are discussed in the
following sections.
A. LOSS 'MEASUREMENTS ON LOW LOSS STRUCTURE
The manual measurement of the loss of a helix structure is an
enormously time consuming task. As a result, manual measurements Were made
only occasionally to check results obtained by other techniques.
Most of the helix loss measurements were made with a Hewlett Packard
Model 3542 B automatic network analyzer (ANA). The technique for using the
ANA to make loss measurements on low loss structures has recently been
described by one of the authors. (7) A BASIC language program using
Deschamp's method 	 the measurement of and data reduction for
dissipative loss was written for the ANA. The use of this program with the
ANA made it possible to readily compare results with the :manual measurements
and eliminated the flexible cables and internal switching of the ANA which
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are requirements of the standard software packages (GPM-1 and GPM-2)
available for the ANA.
It was necessary to eliminate the flexible cables because of the
changes in impedance and loss characteristics of these cables and resulting
measurement errors when the cables are flexed. It was necessary to
eliminate internal switching in the ANA to prevent changes in calibration
and the accompanying errors that resulted from switching during
measurements.
The circled data points in Figure 11 resulted from loss measurements on
a helix structure having the following characteristics.
ieiix pitch = 0.141 cm (1-9 TPS)
Helix radius = 0.111 cm (0.0437")
Barrel to helix dij,meter ratio = 2.02
Effective relative dielectric
constant of support rods ( E:0 )	 = 1.9
The barrel and the helix were copper plated.
The lower curve in Figure 11 is the intrinsic loss of the helix
structure calculated using the normally accepted resistivity value for
copper (1.724 x 10-6
 n - cm) 2.5 x 10 -6 14P14 manual.
In obtaining agreement (solid curve in Figure 11) between the
calculated results and the measured results it was necessary first to
consider the effect of the surface finish of the copper plated helix on the
value of resistivity. It has previously been pointed out (0) that the
surface irregularities on helix samples have dimensions of the same order of
magnitude as the skin depth, calculated on a single-conductor, free-space
basis. As a result a substantial increase in the resistivity of the helix
would be expected.
Shown in Figure 12 are photomicrographs of the surface of a sample
similar to that used for the measured results given in Figure 1'_. Notice
R
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that the surface is very rough and that the single-conductor, free-space
skin depth at 10 GHz is smaller than the dimensions of the irregularities!
As a result, it would be expected that the resistivity of the copper plated
helix would be substantially higher than tine value of 1.724 x 10 -6 Q - cm
used for the calculation of the lower dashed curve in Figure 11. If it is
assumed that the resistivity is 4 x 10 -6 0 - cm, then the upper dashed curve
in Figure 11 is calculated for the intrinsic loss of the helix structure.
It is suggested that a future research effort should be devoted to the
problem of relating the roughness of a surface to resistance.
The second step taken to obtain agreement between the calculated and
measured results was to account for the ohmic loss increase that occurred
because of impedance mismatches and the multiple passes of the signal
through the helix and the sliding short. This ohmic loss increase is
discussed in the following section.
B. LOSS INCREASI' RESULTING FROM IMPEDANCE MISMATCHES
The theory for Deschamp's method ,10,11,1?) considers an idealized
case where the slid'_ng short used does not have loss. For this case, the
intrinsic insertion loss of a device can be measured directly without error
for both mismatched and matched devices. However, the presence of loss in
the sliding short requires additional information to determine an accurate
value of device intrinsic insertion loss. The determination of the
intrinsic loss of a well matched device requires the separate measurement of
the loss of the sliding short and this can be substracted out. A lattice
diagram in Figure 13 illustrates the signal flow for the well matched case.
In this figure, the signal from the signal source is denoted by E + . The
signal enters the helix structure without reflection at plane 0 and then
leaves the helix structure without reflection at plane L,,,. The signal is
then totally reflected from the sliding short and prc.pagates back through
the helix structure without reflection. Attenuation occurs in the helix
structure and in the sliding short. The problem of mismatch in the device
and loss in the sliding short is a situation where a knowledge of the
sliding short loss and a correction for the increase in ohmic loss (13) must
be used to determine an accurate value of test device intrinsic insertion
n
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loss.	 The ohmic loss increase in the test device and in the sliding short
_
is due to reflections and are rereflections caused by the mismatch.
	 The
lattice diagram in Figure 14 illustrates this situation.
	 In this figure,
the signal from the source, F+ , is partially reflected as it enters the G;
helix structure.	 The portion of the signal transmitted through the helix
structure is partially reflected at plane L, ) and this reflected portion is
then partially reflected at plane 0, etc. 	 Attenuation occurs on each pass
of any portion of the wave through the helix.
Those portions of the wave that pass plane L, traveling toward the
short at plane L. + L3 are totally reflected by the shore back toward L.
When they are incident on L") , they are partially transmitted to the helix
and partially reflected toward the short, etc.
	 Attenuation occurs on each
pass of any portion of the wave in the region between L. and L1") + L3.
The above situation is carried to completion when all portions of all
waves have been either completely attenuated or have been reflected to the
generator which was assumed to be perfectly matched to Z .0
A computer simulation of the experimental situation was used to
determine the lifference between the measured loss and the device intrinsic
loss.	 Shown in Figure 15 is the circuit model of the experimental situation
which was used for the computer simulation.
	 The value of Z01 and of Z03 is
50 ohms, and the value of Z 02 (the helix impedance) is a function of
frequency as was shown in Figure 10.
	 The solid curve in Figure 11 is the
result of this simulation for the helix structure considered in Figure 11.
Notice that there is excellent agreement between the simLlated and measured
results.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLJUSIONS
In summary, a program has been carri':d out to calculate and to measure
the loss of traveling wave tube helix structures. Excellent agreement
between the calculated and measured losses is obtained when it is assumed
that the effects of helix surface roughness cause the resistivity to
increase by a factor of approximately 2. Also, the increase in measured
loss, resulting from impedance mismatches between the helix structure and
the measurement circuitry and from losses in the sliding short, is accour.ted
for.
It is shown that a very large fraction of the total loss of a helix
structure (helix and supporting components) results from losses in the
helix. Barrel losses are small and variations in total loss resulting from
different values of barrel resistivity are negligible. Helix loss is shown
to be minimized when helix pitch is maximized, when helix radius is
minimized, when barrel to helix diameter ratio is maximized, when helix
resistivity is minimized and when the effective dielectric constant of the
support rods is minimized.
The implementation of the results contained in this paper should help
increase the overall efficiency and power capabilities of helix-type
traveling wave tubes.
1
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cAPPEYDI't 3
Measurement of the Dielectric Susceptibility
with Resonator Having a Known Held Configuration
I. i
APPENDIX B
Measurement of the Dielectric Susceptibility with Resonator
Having a Known Field Configuration
The factor (el /e0 ), the dielectric constant at a dielectric rcd. san be
determined by perturbing a resonant cavity having a known field
configuration. For a cylindrical resonator operating in the T% 10 mode, it
can be shown that (Note 1)
1	 Af Vo
(s1 / ^0-1) _ - 1.85	 f AV
where .1f/f is the fractional shift of resonai;L, frequency caused by the
dielectric rod of volume .1V along the axis of a TM 010 cylindrical cavity of
volume Vo.
Note 1. See p. 445 Ramo and Whinnerg, "Fields and Waves in Modern Radio,"
Second Edition.
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APPENDIX C
AAMTD Technical Memorandum No. 90
71stimating Accentuated Copper Loss at IN Wavelengths
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E APPENDIX C
PAMTD TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 90
I:STIMATTNG 1kCC ;,"4TTJATED COPPER LJSS AT 'ELM WVELENGTHS
Arthur Karp
"Anomalous Skin Effect": The attached Figure 1 comes from Y.C. Wang'sl
"Screening Potential Theory," as adjusted by Wang to agree with two reliable
room-temperature experimental data points due to F.J. Tischer.2,3,4
Example: At 90 GHz, cavity Q for perfectly stress-free and polished
copper at room temperature should be about ??a lower than predicted
"classically".
Roughness: Figure 2 (attached) uses, for 35 GHz, highly reliable
experimental data due to Tischer 3. The roughness profiles for which these
-data apply are those produced by abrasive gains (rubbed perpendicularly to
the rf current direction). Since "increased surface area" a ppears to be
involved, roughness profiles produced differently -- by EDM, chemicals or
cutting tools, for example -- might yield more or less surface area for a
given "rms roughness" depth. ^tote that the surface-resistance increase
levels off when the r yas roughness depth reaches about three times the
classically calculated skin ,depth. Note also that Tischer generally
found 3,5 conventional "profilometer" roughness readings to be much smaller
than actual roughness; for this he very zarefully measured profiles by
Scanning-Electron and other Microphotography (ani later found consistent
correlation with the spreading after reflection of an initially collimated
light beam).
The 90 GHz data have been derived from the 35 GHz data by assuming that
the principal determinant of the Surface-resisstance increase is the ratio of
the "rms roughness" depth to tae classically calculated skin iepth.
Example: A pure, totally stress-free copper cavity ^rithout brazed
,joints has aurfae abrasions rinning normal to any .direction of rf wall-
current flow, ,rith an rms roughness measure of 1S micro-inches, determined
optically. At 90 lHz, the Q would then be about 244a lower than if the
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surfacea were specular. And so, at room temperature, the maximum R
attainable would then only be about Wfo of that predicted in the absence of
both roughness and "anomalous skin effect".
Further Notes
The copper is always assumed totally strain-relieved. (Even when not,
a a reduction of more than 2 -- at worst -- is not ,justified by the
literature!) It is not clear whether conventional annealing will also
relieve the "work-hardened" topmost micron (40 microinche:,) referred to in
some references. 6,7 These stipulate that, in addition to general annealing,
this thin layer of copper be removed, chemically or electro-chemically, or
else "regenerated" by an oxidation/reduction process. Either procedure
would significantly alter the roughness picture.
In cavities assembled with brazed ,joints, the extra resistance incurred
by rf currents crossing a stripe of higher-resistance alloy might -- in
especially small cavities -- come to dominate the Q picture, making the
effects discussed above relatively less important. (Copper - only sintered
or electroformed ,joints might be viewed as resistance-free - provided that
appropriate inspection techniques confirmed complete unity of the metal
across the ,join plane.) In periodic structures, random irregularities
constitute an additional source of system loss having the potential to mask
any of the sources already mentioned.
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4PPEn, IX D
Measurement of Microwave Characteristics
of Helix Traveling Wave Circuits
APPENDIX D
MEASUREMENT OF MICROWAVE CHARACTERISTICS
OF HELIX TRAVELING 'NAVE CIRCUIT`,
James R. Legarra
Varian associates, Inc.
611 Hansen Way
Palo Alto, CA 9L303
ABSTRACT
A measurement technique has been developed for
accurately and rapidly measuring phase velocity,
loss profile, and Pierce impedance in helix travel-
ing wave circuits. This technique employs an Auto-
mat.c Network Analyzer to control a perturbation
measurement sequence which generates amplitude and
pnase information on the microwave signals in the
circuit3. These data are statistically reduced in
the computer and hard copy of the results is pro-
duced automatically in the fora of graphs and
tables. Phase velocity :measurements are repeatable
to within . 0.05% and Pierce impedance to within
5%. Loss profiles are typically tracked down to
the -20 dB /eve!. Dispersion characteristics are
measured over wide frequency ranges including the
stopband regions of lossless circuits. Resonant
loss profiles have been successfully measured. All
these measurements can be made on production helix
circuits whicn typically are one-port devices.
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
don-Resonant Perturbation Theory
The tneoretical hasis for the method described
In this paper for measuring the microwave proper-
t ,-es of helix circuits is the non-resonant pertur-
bation theory proposed ty W. Steele (1). This
theory relates the change in the complex reflection
coefficient, r, at the measurement port of a non-
resonant microwave cavity to the complex electric
and magnetic field components at a given position
on the cavity due to the insertion o1' a perturbing
ot;ect at that position.
sr
	 (r-ro) -
	
CaeE2 -uamH2	 (,)
2	 2Pin
me end am are the electric and magnetic polariza-
bilities of the perturber and Pin is the inciaont
power at the measurement port. No attempt is made
to separate electric and magnet:c perturbations in
helix circuits or to calibrate perturbers in terms
of me and 130. Instead, the assumption is made that
E and H are so related in uniform sections of the
helix that the right hand sl^-e of equation 1 1s
proportional to the square of a generalized field
quantity, p, In which case (1) can be written as
wnere Ip1 2 , and hence IA,-I, is proportional to the
power flowing down the circuit and 3 1s the propa-
gation constant of the traveling wave. A measure-
ment of 9. as a perturber is pulled along the axis
of the helix allows the calculation of loss profile
from the ^.." versus z characteristic:
Loss (z) = 10 x log t0 (ILrI(z) /Idrlmax)	 (3)
Furthermore 9, and hence phase velocity, can be
_alculated from the slope of the phase vs z data:
3 -
	 2 dz
(4)
v p
It should oe noted that if the helix circuit
has a discontinuity in its structure whicn alters
the relationship of the E and H fields, then ;17I
may increase or decrease suddenly at that point due
to the change in the circuit impedan^e. Thus, loss
profiles can only be reliably interpreted within
uniform sections of the helix.
Figure 1 illustrates the logs of r in the
complex plane as a function of perturber position.
moves in a --ircie c;oakwlse about 7c., the inper-
turoea reflection coefficient, as the perturber is
moved away from the signal source. If there is
loss in the circuit, " spirals in toward 7o and
goes toward zero. Clearly, the dynamic ranire of
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the loss profile measurement depends upon the ef-
fectiveness of the perturber in producing a large
and regular perturbation of the reflection coeffi-
cient. By "regular" it is meant that the locus of
r be smooth and circular. Non-circular patterns
result in ripple in both the r versus z and the
vs : characteristics which limits the resolution in
loss profile and phase velocity calculations.
Calculation of Pierce Impedance
R. P. Lagerstrom (2) showed that th , Pierce
impedance on the axis of a helix circuit is related
to the change in propagation constant, 3, due to
the insertion of a dielectric rod on the axis:
EZ (o)	 1	 2 (B'_B)
K = 282P	 = Pe W8(cr-1)EOrb2	 (6)
6' IS the dielectric loaded propagation constant, b
is the radius of the rod, a:,d Er is its relative
dielectric constant. Pe is a correction factor
which accounts for radial electric fields and
radial field variation across the cross-section of
the rod. Equation 6 assumes that TE fields are
negligible in the region occupied by the rod. This
assumption is best made for small diameter rods
although, for good accuracy in the impedance calcu-
lat:on, it is desirable that the rod be large
enough and have a nigh enough dielectric constant
to produce at least a 21 change in 3.
3' can be measured by putting a perturbing
bead on the dielectric rod which is then pulled
along the axis of the helix. If the rod is uniform
the only perturbation is caused by the change in
the bead position and 3' can be calculated from the
slope of the phase versus distance curve as pre-
viously described.
Figure 2. Automatic rest system used in perturbation
measurements on helix circuits consisting of
an Automatic Network Analyzer and a mobile
rest apparatus which is used to position the
perturbing orobra. Arrow points to circuit
under rest.
THE ?ERTURbATING OBJECTS
Finding perturbers which are effective over a
.:de frequency range and which produce a smooth and
regular 7 locus in the complex plane has been a
cut-and-try process. The best results have been
obtained with a helical wire of about 3 turns
wrapped around a dielectric core. The diameter of
the perturoer is a p proximately half the ID of the
nelix it will probe. This perturber is highly
resonant in the sense that it produces an extremely
large -7 near its resonant frequency. It is
desirable that the resonant frequency be approxi-
mately centered in the measurement band for best
frequency coverage. A good rule-of-thumb seems to
be that a 3 turn perturber will be effective over a
broad frequency range which includes the operating
band of the circuit.
For example, a 0.060" diameter helical per-
turoer is used on circuits with helix ID's in the
neibnborhood of 0.120". The perturber is suspended
on a thin nylon thread which ha^ minimal dielectric
loading effects. A sapphire rod (diameter
0.040", `-r = 11,34) is used for Pierce impedance
measurements in the same circuits. The rod has a 3
turn helical wire wound around it and is otherwise
uniform. In the class of circuits for which they
were made, these perturbers resonate at about 6 GHz
and -re generally effective from 2 to 12 GHz.
THE MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
A Hewlett-Pacrcard 65 4 2B Automatic Networx
Analyzer is the centerpiece of an automatic test
system for the perturbation measurements on helix
circuits lsee Figure 2). The positioning of the
perturbers is accomplished accurately with a
stepping motor driven linear slide which has been
interfaced to the ANA computer. The motorized
slide is part of a mobile test apparatus which
nolds the circuits under test and has adjustments
for centering the perturbing probes. The ANA
computer has been programmed to control a
measurement sequence in which r is measared at each
specified frequency for each position of the
perturber which is stepped down the circuit in
precise increments. There is also an initial
measurement of ro in which the perturber is pulled
completely outside the fields in the helix. The
sensitivity of the ANA in resolving small changes
in r is a function of the absolute magnitude of r.
The best resolution. is obtained for good match
conditions O rl < 0.2) in which case
larl down to 0.001 can be detected.
Data Reduction
-tr is computed for each frequency at each per-
turber position. The loss profile Is simply com-
puted as a logarithmic plot of 19rl versus dis-
tance. Phase velocity is computed from the slope
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of the a versus z curve which is determined by
means of a least-squares curve fit. Phase velocity
can be computed in each section of a circuit with
velocity steps (pitch changes) by limiting the data
reduction for each velocity calculation to the
appropriate range of axial distance.
If Pierce impedance is desired, the computer
is progammed to perform another perturbati,n
measurement on the helix with the dielectric rod
probe 1-hich results in the calculation of the
dielectric loaded B. Pierce impedance is then
calculated according to equation 6, including the
calculation of the Pe correctior. constant.
Finished hardeopy of all these helix char-
acteristics is produced automatically in the form
of plots and tables on an electrostatic printer-
plotter following visual inspection and scaling on
rr	 the console CRT.
TYPICAL RESULTS
The output section of a C-band production
helix was measured from 0 to 12 GHz with the per-
turbers described earlier for use in 0.120"
diameter circuits. The loss profile at 8 GHz
(Figure 3) shows a lossless section near the output
window followed by a section of low level distri-
buted loss with lumped loss in thr middle and
finally terminated witn heavy loss at the sever end
of the circuit. There is a velocit y step in this
nelix and the dispersion characteristics on each
side of the step are superimposed in Figure u. The
Pierce impedance on the output side of the velocity
step is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Measured disoersion characteristics for a C band
helix circuit with a velocity step.
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Figure 5. Measured Pierce impedance for C bano helix
circuit on the output side of the velocity step.
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Figure 3. Loss profile for 3 C band helix circuit with loss on the
support rods. The test signal is inlected through the
output connector
Loss profile can typically be tracked down to
the -20 dB level if perturbers which are properly
scaled to the helix are used. As much as 30 dB of
dynamic range has been observed.
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The measurement of phase velocity is repeat-
able to within s 0.05% when there are sufficient
wavelengths in the circuit section to insure a good
data base for the least-squares curve fit algo-
rithm. Typically, at least 5 wavelengths are de-
sired.
The Pierce impedance measurement, if done
carefully, is repeatable to within f5%. To achieve
this degree of repeatability the dielectric rod
must produce a percentage change in B which is
approximately 20 times the repeatability in the
phase velocity calculation. Consequently, a change
in d of about 2% is desired.
RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
This measurement technique has been used
effectively in the following ways:
I.	 Co..: testing production helix circuits
fcr proper loss and velocity character-
istics before final assembly.
2.	 Measuring experimental circuits designed
to test dispersion control methods.
j.	 Providing loss, velocity, and impedance
data for predicting the "hot" performance
of new helix circuits.
4.	 Characterizing resonant loss in terms of
a picture of the uniformity of the loss
distribution as a functi.,n of distance.
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